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A stable supply of low cost natural gas is making the technology
more attractive to large combined heat and power plants.
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S

team-turbine-driven chillers
have been around for almost
a century. Now, with a stable
supply of low cost natural gas in
the United States, steam-turbinedriven chillers are becoming a
popular choice, particularly for large
combined heat and power (CHP)
applications. Steam-turbine-driven
chillers also are attractive when
the cost of steam is relatively low
compared to the cost of electricity.
A conventional utility power plant
has an average electrical efficiency
of 35 percent. This means that 65
percent of the input primary fuel
energy is wasted. In a combined
heat and power system utilizing a

combustion gas turbine (with typical
electrical loads greater than 1 MW),
the exhaust gas heat is recovered to
produce steam at medium-to-high
pressures — useful for heating and
cooling. In so doing, the overall
system efficiency increases to almost
90 percent, which is maintained yearround. Only 10 percent of the input
primary fuel energy is wasted.
In a combined heat and power
system, the energy utilization is
two to three times better than
conventional power generation. This
helps the facility shrink its carbon
footprint substantially.
Integrating steam-turbine-driven
chillers in an on-site combined

heat and power system is a positive
solution for rising electricity costs
and environmental issues. Within the
combined heat and power segment,
the steam source can be from an
on-site boiler or a utility steam loop.
Boilers sized for winter heating can
be put to work efficiently year-round
when used to generate steam for
summer cooling.

Overview of Steam-Turbine
Chiller Technology
Steam-turbine-driven chillers
are centrifugal vapor-compression
chillers, using steam as the motive
energy. The basic components are
similar to an electric centrifugal
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Table 1. Steam-Turbine-Driven Chiller Part-Load Performance
Percent
Cooling Load

Cooling
Load (tons)

ECWT (°F)

Percent of
the Design
Steam Flow

Shaft
Horsepower

Turbine
Speed (rpm)

COP

Steam Flow
Rate
(lb/hr)

100

2,800

85

100

1,972

4,442

1.25

24,090

50

1,400

65

29

482

3,200

2.1

6,947

TABLE 1. The full-load coefficient of performance — the measure of efficiency for a steam-turbine-driven chiller — is
approximately 1.2, or almost the same as that of a two-stage absorption chiller. The off-design performance of the same
chiller can be as high as 2.0.

vapor-compression chiller: namely,
the evaporator, refrigerant condenser,
compressor and the refrigerant
metering device. The steam turbine
provides the rotational power to
drive the chiller instead of the typical
electricity-driven motor. In addition,
there is a steam (surface) condenser
for a condensing-type steam turbine.
These components must be properly
combined and matched to ensure the
lowest steam rate.
The chiller typically employs
a condensing-type steam turbine,
offering a high efficiency. In some
applications, however, the steam
turbine can be a backpressure
type. In such cases, the steam
(surface) condenser is not necessary.
The exhaust steam from the
backpressure turbine of the chiller
can feed a downstream single-stage
absorption chiller, which serves as
the condenser. (Such combination
centrifugal-absorption systems have
been deployed for district cooling.
When integrating this configuration,
keep in mind that the steam rate
through a backpressure steam
turbine may be almost twice that of a
condensing steam turbine.)
In the case of a condensing
steam turbine, the steam (surface)
condenser is employed to condense
exhaust steam at vacuum pressures
to maintain efficient turbine
operation. The steam condenser water
circuit usually is piped in series with
the refrigerant condenser, eliminating
a separate cooling-water circuit. The
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typical condenser water flow rate is 3
gal/min/ton, compared to 4 gal/min/
ton for an absorption chiller.
The steam pressure at the inlet
of the turbine can range from 13
psig to as high as 400 psig, dry and
saturated or even superheated, up
to 600°F (315°C). Typical inlet steam
pressure is 125 to 150 psig with an
exhaust pressure of 2.75” HgA (steam
condensing pressure at approximately
2.8” HgA). The flexibility to handle
higher steam pressures and
temperatures, or even superheated
steam, is an advantage over an
absorption chiller. Absorption chillers
typically are limited by 150 psig
pressure, dry and saturated steam.
The steam turbine is a multistage design with a nominal speed
of 4,500 rpm. The turbine blades and
nozzles are of stainless steel grade.
The turbine speed is controlled by a
governor valve, integrated with the
chiller controls. During part-load
operation at off-design conditions, the
chiller capacity is reduced to maintain
a constant leaving-chiller liquid
temperature. This is accomplished by
first decreasing the speed and then
closing the compressor prerotation
vanes (PRV). This reduces capacity
from 100 percent to 15 percent of
design. The speed is controlled by a
pneumatically actuated governor valve
that throttles the turbine inlet steam
flow to maintain the speed dictated
by the capacity control logic. With hot
gas bypass, the chiller can be unloaded
down to 10 percent of design.

Examining Real-World
Operating Conditions
In the real world, chillers operate
nearly 99 percent of the time at offdesign conditions — not necessarily
part-load conditions. Consequently,
how a chiller operates at off-design
conditions determines the real
energy costs.
A steam turbine chiller is
engineered to take advantage of the
steam turbine’s inherent variablespeed capability to optimize chiller
speed and to handle low enteringcondenser-water temperatures.
These features help allow the chiller
to operate at the highest efficiency.
The ability of a steam turbine to
vary rotational speed helps ensure
optimal compressor efficiency at all
operating conditions.
It is important to design the chiller
in such a way that it can be operated
with low entering-condenser-water
temperatures — as low as 55°F (13°C)
— with full refrigerant condenser
water flow rates at all design points.
This improves the chiller efficiency
and benefits the operation of the
cooling tower by reducing the cycling
of the fan motor and ensuring good
coverage of the cooling fill. Two-stage
absorption chillers generally are
limited with an entering-condenserwater temperature of 68°F (20°C) due
to concerns of crystallization of the
lithium bromide solution.
The design (full-load) coefficient
of performance (COP) — the measure

Table 2. Steam-Turbine Chiller Capacity at Various ECWT
ECWT (°F)

Cooling
Load (tons)

Percent of the
Design Cooling Flow

Steam Flow Rate
(lb/hr)

Steam Rate as a
Percent of Design

85

2,800

100

24,090

100

80

2,940

105

23,361

97

75

3,080

110

22,854

95

70

3,220

115

22,628

94

65

3,310

118

21,995

91.3

60

3,382

121

22,073

91.6

55

3,453

123

22,280

92.5

TABLE 2. For base-loaded cooling applications, if entering-condenser-water temperature (ECWT) is allowed to drop to 55°F,
the chiller capacity may improve by almost 23 percent. This capacity improvement may allow another small electrical chiller to
be potentially shut off in the plant room, thereby reducing operational costs.

of efficiency for a steam turbine
chiller — is approximately 1.2. That
value is almost the same as that of a
two-stage (double-effect) absorption
chiller. However, the off-design
performance of a steam-turbinedriven chiller, as measured by
integrated part-load value (IPLV) or
non-standard part load value (NPLV),
can be as high as 2.0, compared
to approximately 1.5 to 1.6 for an
absorber (table 1).
Due to the off-design efficiency
of a steam-turbine-driven chiller, the
saved steam can be used for other
applications in the facility, thereby
reducing use of the primary energy
fuel. As an example, a 2,800 ton
steam turbine chiller has a design
steam rate of approximately 8.6 lb/
hr/ton at full-load conditions. At
off-design conditions, it may be as
low as 5.7 lb/hr/ton. The off-design
efficiency — translating directly
into annual steam savings and
operational costs — also can help
justify the higher initial capital cost
of a steam-turbine-driven chiller
compared to an absorption chiller.
For base-loaded cooling
applications, if the enteringcondenser-water temperature

(ECWT) is allowed to drop to 55°F
(13°C), the chiller capacity may
improve by almost 23 percent (table
2). This capacity improvement may
allow another small electrical chiller
to be potentially shut off in the plant
room, thereby further reducing
operational costs.
The difference in footprint
between an electric centrifugal and
a steam-turbine-driven centrifugal
is minimal, assuming that the steam
(surface) condenser is mounted on
top of the refrigerant condenser.
In certain applications, the steam
(surface) condenser can be floor
mounted. Every application must be
considered uniquely.
In case of larger cooling capacities
— typically 1,500 tons and above
— an absorption chiller may have
to be shipped in multiple pieces
requiring field assembly, on-site
welding and leak checking to ensure
leak tightness on the shell side. This
requires more care at the jobsite in
terms of welding and leak-checking
practices and techniques.
By contrast, a steam-turbinedriven chiller is shipped in one piece,
with the exception of the steam
condenser, which may be shipped

directly to the job site. The assembly
required in the field is restricted
to the water/steam circuits, thus
ensuring hermetic integrity of the
refrigerant circuit from the factory
remains intact.
Modern steam turbine chillers are
equipped with sophisticated controls,
including fully automatic start,
which eases operation and eliminates
manual procedures to start/stop the
chiller. Another advantage of the
steam turbine chiller is the ability
to be adapted to a variable primary
flow system. Steam turbine chillers
can handle variable flow rates
through the evaporator tube bundle,
something that many absorption
chiller manufacturers may not prefer.
Steam turbines offer reliability
and long life. Of course,
maintaining steam quality is
important to successful operation.
It is recommended that startup,
maintenance and repairs are
handled by factory-trained service
technicians. Periodic inspection
and overhaul of the steam turbine
generally is handled by the steam
turbine manufacturer.
Steam turbine chillers can
handle all the usual operating
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Table 3. Comparison of Physical Dimensions Between Steam Turbine and Absorption Chillers
L x W x H (inches)
Cooling Capacity
(tons)

Operating Weight (lb)

Steam Turbine
Chiller

Two-Stage Steam
Absorption Chiller

Steam Turbine
Chiller

Two-Stage Steam
Absorption Chiller

1,000

228 x 120 x 180

224 x 120 x 151

70,000

80,600

1,500

234 x 144 x 204

343 x 120 x 151

91,000

113,000

2,000

264 x 163 x 211

441 x 120 x 151

120,000

142,800

This chart compares the dimensions and operating weights between steam turbine and absorption chiller technologies.

conditions normally encountered
with traditional electric chillers,
including a range of leaving-chilledwater temperatures, enteringcondenser-water temperatures and
fluid flows. Steam-turbine chillers
use conventional refrigeration
technology, so temperatures below
32°F (0°C) are achievable for process
cooling applications requiring a
cooling fluid at low temperatures.
Each application is unique and
deserves careful consideration.
In conclusion, steam-turbine
centrifugal chillers offer relatively
low maintenance, highly reliable
operation and long service life. They
offer a smart alternative for combined
heat and power and other demanding
applications — those ranging from
600 to 2,800 tons (or even 5,500 tons),
wherever steam at medium-to-high
pressure is available.
Chemical, pharmaceutical,
paper and textile industries
can benefit from steam-turbine
drive cooling as well as CHP
plants. These applications also
benefit from the reduced annual
operational costs and the ability to
achieve greenhouse gas reduction
targets. Moreover, some utility
companies offer rebates and
incentives for deploying steam
turbine chillers. The off-design
performance along with design and
operational flexibility help provide
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a faster economic payback on the
investment. PC
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